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CAMFAWESOME.COM | CONTACT HI@CAMFAWESOME.COM FOR A FREE CONSULTATION

ASSEMBLIES AIMED AT
ADDRESSING SEL
DIVERSITY & BONDING

CULTURAL COMPETENCE
Today's students will enter the most diverse workplace 
in the history of the world. With the amalgamation of 
different cultures in American society, it’s imperative 
every student be culturally competent. In this 
presentation, Cam discusses ways to communicate 
respectfully with those that are different.

IMPLICIT BIAS
What are implicit biases? How do they affect our 
everyday interactions? What is socialization and how 
have we been socialized? This is the root of many 
conversations around our differences in society. In this 
presentation Cam helps students grasp a better 
understanding of the terms and language around 
Diversity & Inclusion in a fun and memorable way.

MICRO-AGGRESSIONS: INTENT VS. IMPACT
What are micro-aggressions and how do we recognize 
them? The primary objective of the session is to raise the 
students’ consciousness, awareness and understanding 
of their role in the vast diversity that exists within the 
community, school, and future workforce.

ALLYSHIP
What is an ally? In this presentation, Cam explains what 
an Ally is and why it’s important to encourage allyship. It 
is more than simply believing in equality. Being an ally 
means being willing to act with and for others in pursuit 
of ending oppression and creating equality. Cam 
discusses ways in which students can be allies.

INQUIRE FOR PRICING OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR EDUCATORS!

BULLYING
Through humor, Cam shares his own experiences with 
bullies and offers ways to identify and cope with bullying 
and peer-pressure. He brings awareness to unconscious 
bullying and openly discusses suicide prevention. He 
brings light to depression, and urges students to be an 
“annoying friend” if they spot signs of depression or 
potential suicidal thoughts from peers.

APPROPRIATE USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
Cam uses examples from his own life and the lives of 
pop-culture celebrities to show students the potential 
negative effects of a digital footprint. Cam teaches 
students how to utilize social media and technology as an 
educational tool to help their future instead of using it as 
a distraction.

DISCIPLINE OVER MOTIVATION: AMBITIOUS CAREER GOAL-SETTING
In Cam’s strong message of resilience towards career goals, he discusses hardships, sacrifice, and failures. He 
stresses to students that the decisions they make today will ultimately affect the rest of their lives. He gives numerous 
examples of what he calls the “Perspective of Failure” and breaks down why it’s important to set the most ambitious 
goals possible.

ZEMBLY
DETAILS

DURATION:   60 minutes with Q&A at the end

AUDIENCE:    High School & Middle School

LOCATION:    Zoom Online or In-Person

CAPACITY:    1,000 students

BOOK
NOW!

DIVERSITY & BELONGING

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING (SEL)

“Diversity is having a seat at the table. Inclusion is having a voice.
And belonging is having that voice be heard.”  -Liz Fosslien
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BOOK NOW!
*Limited spots available

ASSEMBLIES AIMED AT
ADDRESSING SEL
DIVERSITY & BONDING

Cam F Awesome is an Olympic heavyweight boxer, Youth-Speaker and 
Diversity & Inclusion Consultant. Through storytelling and interactive 
exercises, he engages with students to bring awareness to a number of 
topics. Cam shares his life experiences which include traveling to over 
30 countries as Captain of the USA National Boxing Team.

Cam is a proud member of the National Speakers Association and is one 
of USA’s most active youth-speaker leading over 1000 assemblies in the 
past decade. Cam is now leading in-person school assemblies as well as 
“Zemblys".

Zemblys (Zoom student assemblies) are interactive and engaging 
interdisciplinary virtual presentations. They aren’t a lecture – they are an 
exchange of thoughts, feelings and ideas. Consider Cam a lifeguard 
allowing students to swim in the conversation in an online format. 
Students need to be engaged, not lectured to.

@CamFAwesome

Zembly Explained in 60 Seconds

Youth-Speaker ReelProfessional Development Speaker Reel

CAMFAWESOME.COM | HI@CAMFAWESOME.COM FOR A FREE CONSULTATION


